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Demands for greater WTO accountability intensify as WTO rules broaden in scope and

become more binding in effect. This article addresses the issue of parliamentary oversight of WTO

rule-making. The article does not assess the role of organized “civil society” at the international

level, which has been copiously promoted, criticized and analyzed in academic and policy journals.

Nonetheless, expanding the role of civil society oversight and parliamentary control of WTO rule-

making at the international level can operate as institutional alternatives, complements or mirror-

images, depending on one’s normative perspective. Some proponents put forward a competitive

concept, arguing that parliamentarians are the true democratic representatives of civil society, not

unelected leaders of non-governmental organizations. They support the creation of a parliamentary

assembly within the WTO framework, in part, precisely because they wish to capture a public space

from anti-globalization “civil society” activists.2 In contrast, some proponents of a greater role for

organized civil society in WTO decision-making may criticize proposals for a WTO parliamentary

body precisely because it could provide a gloss of legitimacy and constitutionalized entrenchment

of what they deem to be an illegitimate process.

Other proponents of establishing a WTO parliamentary body view the role of organized civil

society and parliamentarians as complements within a modified WTO structure. Under this scenario,

representatives of organized civil society still would participate in a more transparent WTO, but do

so through advocacy before multiple bodies, including a WTO parliamentary body consisting of

representatives from parliaments of all WTO members, as well as WTO delegates, the WTO
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secretariat and political representatives in national capitals. In addition, the WTO could include an

analogue to the EU’s Economic and Social Committee consisting of civil society representatives that

periodically would be consulted.

Yet, still other proponents maintain that a civil society cosmopolitics and a WTO

parliamentary assembly are one and the same. They argue that representatives from civil society

themselves should be the global parliamentarians. Richard Falk and Andrew Strauss, for example,

assert that their proposal for a global parliamentary body “would not be constituted by states.”3 They

maintain that “civil society is now capable of founding the GPA [Global Parliamentary Assembly].”4

This article makes four primary points regarding the issue of parliamentary oversight of

WTO rule-making. First, we need a conceptual framework to assess the tradeoffs between different

mechanisms for ensuring oversight, including parliamentary oversight, of the WTO. No institutional

mechanism is perfect. All proposed mechanisms should be assessed in terms of how well they

permit parties to participate in decision-making that affects them in a relatively unbiased manner

compared to other realistic, non-idealized institutional alternatives. This analytical framework can

be termed “comparative institutional analysis,” and is set forth in section 1 below.

Second, ensuring parliamentary oversight of WTO rule-making can be conceptualized at

two-levels: the international level (at the WTO itself) and the national/WTO member level (or in the

case of the EU, regional level). The approach of almost all US congressional representatives is to

focus only on the national level. The European Commission’s trade commissioner, Pascal Lamy,

in contrast, together with European parliamentarians, have called for inter-parliamentary meetings

at the WTO/supranational level. These two mechanisms– domestic and supranational– can

complement each other, which is Mr Lamy’s view.

Third, parliamentarians’ views of alternative mechanisms for ensuring parliamentary control

of the WTO tend to vary by jurisdiction. These views reflect power structures at the national,

regional and international levels, as well as parliamentarians’ experiences with supranational

governance institutions. The US Congress plays a relatively powerful role in US trade policy, and
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the United States plays a relatively powerful role in the WTO. Members of the US Congress are

much less likely to consider inter-parliamentary meetings because such meetings could diminish

their power, not enhance it. They prefer to harness the clout of the US government, over whose

policies they have a significant say, to advance their constituents’ interests. In contrast, the European

Commission needs only consult with the European Parliament concerning EU trade policy pursuant

to an informal procedure. Although the European Parliament’s informal consultative role has

increased over time, the EU treaties grant the Parliament no formal powers.5 European

parliamentarians thus could increase their relative prominence over trade policy through inter-

parliamentary WTO meetings. In addition, European political representatives are more experienced

with shared supranational governance institutions in light of the European Union’s own

development. European political figures tend to propose expansion and adaptation of the EU model

to address global governance challenges. US congressional representatives, in contrast, tend to be

wary of having US “sovereignty” and US power constrained by the WTO or any other global

governance regime.

Fourth, these proposals should be assessed in terms of how they address a central challenge

facing current WTO decision-making– that of the difficulty of most developing countries to

participate effectively in the WTO, whether in its political or judicial processes. Most developing

countries are at a severe disadvantage on account of their relative lack of resources (both financial

and human capital), their lower aggregate stakes in the trading system (even though they may have

high relative stakes), and the increasingly complex and resource-demanding nature of the WTO

system. The issue of absolute compared to relative stakes is the most important explanation for

developing countries’ inability to participate in proportion to their needs. Because of individual

developing countries’ relatively smaller value, volume and variety of exports, they obtain lower

absolute benefits from participation in the WTO system. Their aggregate benefits are less likely to

exceed the threshold of the cost of participation, especially in light of the uncertainty that they can

realize the benefits desired.6 Even so, many developing countries may have much higher relative
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stakes over trade measures in relation to their respective economies than the United States and

European Union. 

The creation of a WTO parliamentary body should be judged in terms of its impact on the

participation of developing countries and their constituents relative to the institutional alternatives.

That is: would a WTO parliamentary body further increase the costs of participation in WTO rule-

making, favoring wealthy, well-organized and well-connected parties with higher absolute stakes

(i.e. U.S. and European multinational enterprises and issue-specific non-governmental

organizations) over parties with lower absolute stakes (i.e. developing country constituents)? Or,

would a WTO parliamentary body increase the relative understanding of the perspectives of

developing countries and increase their impact in the shaping of WTO debates? These questions

should be answered from a comparative institutional perspective. The impact of a WTO

parliamentary body needs to be compared with the current alternative of organized global “civil

society” non-governmental representatives advocating on the international stage. According to some

analysts, these groups more likely consist of US and European nationals, financed by US and

European constituents. In consequence, they predominantly could reflect US and European

perspectives and priorities, even when criticizing certain US and EU governmental positions.7

1. A Comparative Institutional Conceptual Framework. The core concept of contemporary

democracy is to hold rulers accountable through elected representatives.8 However, in a world of

increasing numbers and complexity, it is impossible for representative institutions to address all

matters having a social impact. In consequence, decision-making is delegated–whether formally or

informally–to non-representative institutions, such as markets, bureaucracies, courts, quasi-public

bodies, private companies, and public-private networks. We differentiate the concept of governance

from that of government to assess decision-making mechanisms that are not directly accountable to

a popularly elected political body of a constitutional democracy.
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Most scholarship addressing international institutions and regimes focuses on the concept

of “global governance” because there is no popularly elected global “government.”9 The fact that

global institutions are not subject to control through direct popular elections or referenda subjects

them to frequent charges that they are “illegitimate” because they are not “democratic.” The WTO,

for example, is a frequent target of such challenges, in particular where WTO judicial bodies find

that national legislation is inconsistent with WTO rules. Although there are legitimate normative

concerns about the accountability of global institutions, critics, whether from the left or the right,

also can manipulate arguments over “legitimacy” to advance their particular policy preferences.

The central normative concept for assessing the normative legitimacy of decision-making

should not be whether a decision has been rendered by a popularly-elected body. If that were the

case, then no decision-making should be delegated to markets, bureaucracies, courts or any other

body. Rather, the legitimacy of institutions should be viewed in a broader sense as concerning the

relative accountability of decision-making processes to those affected by them. Governance

mechanisms implicitly can be democratic, in this broader sense, to the extent that decision-makers

(or decision-making processes) are held accountable to the public through accountability

mechanisms. As Robert Keohane writes, accountability mechanisms can operate in multiple

manners, which he characterizes as hierarchical, legal, market, reputational, fiscal, supervisory and

participatory. Accountability mechanisms exist to sanction decision-makers when they fail to take

account of affected interests.10

Comparative institutional analysis is a conceptual framework for assessing public policy in

terms of the relatively unbiased participation of affected parties in alternative institutional settings.11

From a comparative institutional perspective, normative legitimacy depends on how well parties’

diverse views and interests are taken into account in an institutional context (be it a political,

judicial, market or other process) in comparison with alternative non-idealized institutional settings.
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In a world of large numbers and complexity, no institution provides for completely unbiased

participation or representation of affected interests. All institutions are imperfect. Thus, single

institutional critiques are necessary but insufficient.

National constitutions and global governance mechanisms conceptually have much in

common in that they both address the allocation of decision-making authority to alternative

institutions. The difference between national constitutional orders and (often inchoate) global

governance mechanisms is one of degree and gradation along a spectrum.12 Global governance

mechanisms should not be judged, and simply dismissed, against some ideal type of national

democratic constitution. Rather, global governance mechanisms should be assessed in terms of

whether they allocate decision-making authority in a manner that permits for a relatively less-biased

representation of affected parties compared to other institutional alternatives, whether these

alternatives lie at the local, national or global level.

Global governance mechanisms help address conflicts over foreign and national values,

priorities and interests. They thereby can allocate decision-making over conflicting goals to

alternative institutions, playing roles conceptually similar to those of national constitutional orders.

In a globalizing world of complex interdependence, there is an increasing amount of policy

initiatives and scholarship that addresses the need for such governance mechanisms. This

scholarship ranges from assessments of the appropriateness of centralized global institutions

(including parliaments), decentralized epistemic and transgovernmental regimes, civil society

networks and cross-border social movements, often contrasting the respective roles of

representative, deliberative and expertise-dominated processes. These alternatives need be assessed

from a comparative institutional perspective.

There is nothing inherent that makes global governance mechanisms more or less

representative of affected parties’ competing views and interests than domestic processes. We live

in a world of multiple constitutional orders whose disparate decision-making processes affect one

another’s constituents. On the one hand, government representatives cannot control for the impact
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on their constituents of foreign political decisions.13 On the other hand, government representatives

make decisions that affect foreign constituents without those constituents being represented. Global

governance mechanisms address the linkages between these imperfect constitutional orders. Yet,

as with any institution, global governance mechanisms also involve tradeoffs, in this case between

the quality of participation (reduced because of distance and numbers) and the scope of

representativeness (enhanced because of scale and numbers).

2. Parliamentary Oversight of the WTO at the National/WTO Member Level: Overview of

the US System. Traditionally, parliamentary oversight of the WTO lies at the national level. Under

this approach, each WTO member arranges for parliamentary oversight in conformity with its own

constitutional requirements. Almost all members of the US Congress and their staffs specialized on

trade matters espouse this traditional view. This section provides an overview of how Congress

exercises oversight of the WTO at the US domestic level.

Under the US constitution, Congress maintains authority over US trade policy.14 Congress

delegates authority to the executive through Congressional legislation. Starting with the 1974 trade

act, U.S. administrations periodically have sought and obtained what is referred to as “fast-track,”

and more recently “trade promotion,” power to engage in GATT, WTO and bilateral and regional

trade negotiations. Congress sets the mandates. Sometimes the mandate permits the executive to sign

binding agreements for tariff reductions without further congressional ratification, as occurred at the

time of the first GATT tariff bindings in 1994 . The Agreement Establishing the WTO, in contrast,

as well as NAFTA and recent bilateral trade agreements, were subject to ratification by a majority

vote of both houses of Congress under a special procedure. In August 2002, Congress granted the

Bush administration trade promotion authority by one vote, subject to numerous conditions,

including an expiration date of June 1, 2005, to be extended automatically until June 1, 2007 if

neither congressional chamber adopts a resolution opposing extension.15 
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Each body of Congress, the Senate and House of Representatives, have special committees

on trade, known as “watchdog committees.” They are the trade sub-committees of the Senate

Finance Committee and of the House Ways and Means Committee. Members of each party are

designated to these committees in proportion to the parties’ representation in the House and the

Senate. Since members of the Republican party currently hold a majority of the seats in the House

and the Senate, a Republican currently chairs each of these committees. The Trade Act of 1974

provides that five members of the Senate Finance Committee and five members of the House Ways

and Means Committee will be official “congressional advisers on trade policy and negotiations.”16

In each case, “not more than three of [them can be] members of the same political party,” 

The Office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR), the administrative body

responsible for representing the United States on WTO matters, is a creature of Congress. Congress

created the Office of the USTR in 1962 (originally named the Office of the Special Representative

for Trade Negotiations). Congress did so in order to shift power in executive branch deliberations

from those agencies that focus on non-export goals (such as the Departments of State, Treasury and

Defense) to those more likely to defend private commercial interests. The transfer of authority to

the USTR permitted congressional committees to call USTR representatives before them and press

them to take action on commercial matters or explain the reason for failing to do so. If unsatisfied

with USTR policy, Congress retains the power to pass legislation forcing the USTR to act, to

withhold or withdraw trade negotiating authority, to block ratification of signed agreements, to limit

budgetary allocations, or to hold other legislation hostage. 

Each of the congressional trade sub-committees are served by Republican and Democratic

staffers. Many of these staffers formerly worked at the USTR or at other US trade agencies, such

as the International Trade Commission. They specialize on trade matters and work closely with the

senior Republican and Democratic committee members. They informally meet with USTR

negotiators a couple of times each week on trade matters. When a negotiation reaches a crucial

stage, they may meet daily or multiple times per day, including by teleconference call. In this way,

staffers learn about textual developments in WTO negotiations. If anything controversial arises, they

can immediately call the respective congressional representatives who, in turn, can contact USTR,
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hold a press conference, or otherwise attempt to exercise pressure. In addition, members of Congress

can request research on trade matters from the bipartisan Congressional Research Service and the

International Trade Commission, as well as Congress’s General Accounting Office and the

Congressional Budget Office. Through these reports, they can spotlight issues that are of particular

concern to them and their constituents.

When Congress granted the Bush administration “trade promotion authority,” it added a new

institutional mechanism for overseeing trade policy– the Congressional Oversight Group (or

COG).17 The COG consists of members of the Senate Finance Committee, the House Ways and

Means Committee and the chairs and ranking members of other congressional committees of

jurisdiction (those committees having jurisdiction over matters implicated by trade agreement

negotiations). The COG is to receive “detailed briefings,” access to negotiating documents, “the

closest practicable coordination” with the USTR “at negotiating sites,” and “consultation regarding

ongoing compliance and enforcement of negotiated commitments.”

Under guidelines drawn up with USTR, the designated congressional representatives are to

receive a copy of any trade proposal before USTR tables it. Congress would like to receive these

proposals at least two weeks in advance, although, at times, they receive the proposals only the night

before the proposals are tabled. In the words of one Congressional staffer, this latter practice,

although sometimes unavoidable in the heat of negotiations, can make “a joke” of the process, since

Congressional representatives cannot provide meaningful input.18

Members of Congress may attend WTO ministerial meetings as members of the US

delegation. They largely self-appoint themselves in practice. Congressional representatives receive

“detailed briefings” and copies of negotiating texts. The Democrat’s ranking member on the Senate

trade sub-committee, Senator Max Baucus, has demanded that representatives of both parties of
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Congress be in the negotiating room at WTO negotiations as “observers.”19 He so far has lost that

battle.

Members of Congress also have demanded more oversight of WTO dispute settlement

panels. These demands increased following a series of US losses in challenges to US trade remedy

laws. A growing number of Congressional representatives accuse WTO dispute settlement panels

of “legislating.” Senator Baucus, formerly chair of the Senate Finance Committee, has labeled WTO

tribunals “kangaroo courts,” lambasting them for having “attacked and weakened... our laws” by

“exceeding their authority.”20 When Congress ratified the Agreement Establishing the WTO in 1994,

the Senate Majority leader, Robert Dole, proposed the formation of a commission of US judges to

assess whether WTO judicial decisions conform with WTO treaty obligations. Congress is

considering new legislation to adopt a version of a “WTO Dispute Settlement Review

Commission.”21 The Commission would review, in particular, WTO panels’ adherence to prescribed

standards of review.

USTR and congressional representatives jockey over the substance and timing of what USTR

provides. Although Congressional representatives, especially when they are from the opposing party,

maintain that they do not receive enough information from USTR, they nonetheless consistently

retain pressure on the trade agency. With the assistance of its professional staff, the US Congress

is able to oversee WTO developments to a much greater extent than the legislative bodies of

probably all other WTO members.22 According to Mac Destler, the dean of studies of American

trade politics, “Open US trade policy had been founded, in part, on closed politics.”23 The days of
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those “closed politics” appear to be over. Given the increasing domestic regulatory implications of

WTO negotiations, this development is likely positive. 

3. Practice of Inter-Parliamentarian Meetings: Conflicting European Parliament and US

Congressional Perspectives. Prior to the turmoil at the 1999 WTO ministerial meeting in Seattle, the

WTO and GATT paid little attention to parliamentarians generally. Starting with the Seattle

ministerial meeting, parliamentarians began to meet on WTO matters in inter-parliamentarian

sessions, and the WTO Secretary General’s office began to pay more attention to them. Members

of the European Parliament presented a proposal at the Seattle ministerial meeting for “the

establishment of a Parliamentarian Assembly attached to WTO,” which was unanimously adopted

by those parliamentarians present.24 However, most WTO member governments, as well as many

parliamentarians, rejected the notion of a standing WTO Parliamentary Assembly. The focus then

switched to the addition of an informal “interparliamentary dimension” to the WTO that potentially

could evolve over time. An inter-parliamentarian meeting was held at the Doha ministerial meeting,

and another will be held at the ministerial meeting in Cancun.

European parliamentarians were entrepreneurs in coordinating these inter-parliamentarian

meetings. A number of the meetings were funded, in part, from the EU’s budget, including to help

cover the expenses of delegates from least developed countries. The European Parliament adopted

resolutions in conjunction with the WTO ministerial meetings in Seattle, Doha and Cancun.

Although its resolutions initially called for the establishment “of a Standing Parliamentary Body of

the WTO,”25 the European Parliament has become more flexible in its demands. A member of the

European Parliament,  Mr Carlos Westendorp y Cabeza, chairs the inter-parliamentarian post-Doha

Steering Committee, which has been delegated the task of studying and coordinating the addition

of a parliamentary dimension to the WTO.26 The European Parliament has institutionalized the
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selection of European parliamentarians to attend WTO ministerial meetings, determined in

proportion to political representation within the European Parliament. Twenty members of the

European Parliament attended the Doha ministerial meeting and twenty will attend the Cancun

meeting. The EU’s trade commissioner, Pascal Lamy, has supported the European Parliament’s

initiatives to add a parliamentary dimension.27 The European Commission has proposed to “hold,

on a yearly basis and back to back with the annual open WTO meeting, a meeting of

parliamentarians of WTO members.”28

The Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU), the Geneva-based international organization founded

in 1889 which traditionally has coordinated meetings of national parliamentarians, also has helped

to promote the addition of a parliamentary dimension to the WTO.29 In June 2001, the IPU organized

an inter-parliamentarian meeting in Geneva, with which the European Parliament was not formally

associated.  Then WTO Director-General Mike Moore spoke at the meeting, supporting the concept

of inter-parliamentary meetings on international trade matters. There initially was some rivalry

between the IPU and the European Parliament, with the IPU calling for a less formalized

parliamentary role. The European Parliament and IPU subsequently began to work together, co-

organizing an inter-parliamentarian meeting at the WTO’s fourth ministerial meeting at Doha in

November 2001. There, participating parliamentarians again adopted a declaration calling for a

closer association of parliaments with the WTO. They agreed to establish the Post-Doha Steering

Committee to prepare future inter-parliamentary conferences on trade policy. 

The European Parliament and IPU next organized a Parliamentary Conference on the WTO

in February 2003 in Geneva, which over 500 parliamentarians from around seventy-five national

parliaments attended. The participating parliamentarians issued another declaration, proclaiming that
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“the days when foreign policy, and more specifically trade policy were the exclusive domain of the

executive are over.”30 However, the declaration called for adding a “parliamentary dimension” to

the WTO that will “evolve around regular parliamentary meetings held initially once a year and on

the occasion of WTO Ministerial Meetings.” The European Parliament and IPU have co-organized

the holding of two inter-parliamentarian meetings scheduled for September 9 and 12, 2003 at the

WTO ministerial meeting in Cancun. The first meeting will focus on the substance of the

negotiations, and the second will focus on a parliamentarian declaration and an assessment of the

Cancun meeting.

The USTR and US Congress have been much less enthusiastic about adding a parliamentary

dimension to the WTO than the European Parliament. Although the former Republican chair of the

Senate Finance Committee, William Roth, was more active in inter-parliamentary affairs, helping

to coordinate the inter-parliamentarian meeting at Seattle in November 1999,31 current congressional

leadership appears disinterested. At Doha, only one Congressman and one Congressional staffer

attended the ministerial meeting. No US congressional representative or staffer attended the steering

meetings in Brussels in May 2002 or in Geneva in June 2003, even though a place on the Steering

Committee is reserved for the United States.32 Similarly, no US representative attended the inter-

parliamentarian meeting in Geneva in February 2003, even though over 500 parliamentarians were

present. Although around 40-50 US congressional representatives attended the WTO ministerial in

Seattle, largely on account of its proximity, House members generally did not attend the inter-

parliamentarian meeting.33 Similarly, although a number of Congressional representatives could

attend part of the Cancun ministerial, they will not be thinking in terms of inter-parliamentary

exchanges over the WTO. A Congressional staffer notes that the House is in session on September

9, 2003, the date of the first Cancun inter-parliamentarian meeting, so that possibly noone from the

House will attend it. Rather, US congressional representatives largely oversee and coordinate with
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USTR and meet with negotiators from other WTO members.34  

The US government and US Congress generally are not supportive of global inter-

parliamentarian meetings. In particular, the US Congress looks adversely upon the Inter-

Parliamentary Union. Although the United States was a founding member of the IPU, Senator Jessie

Helms led the passage of legislation in October 1998 requiring the United States to withdraw from

the IPU if the IPU did not accept certain US congressional demands.35 Then Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright notified the IPU of the United States’ withdrawal from the IPU in September

2000, although there is some question as to whether the United States has taken the proper steps

procedurally.36 

Many congressional members feel antagonistic toward the IPU, in part, because many of the

IPU’s members are not democracies. A Libyan representative sits on the IPU Executive Committee,

which, from a US perspective, undermines the IPU’s inter-parliamentary claims. Similarly, the IPU

meeting immediately preceding the one at Cancun will be held in Havana, Cuba on September 3,

2003. The mere idea that an inter-parliamentarian meeting could be held in Cuba deligitimizes the

body in the eyes of the majority of the US Congress. As one Congressional staffer remarked in

reference to the Havana meeting, “need one say more.”37 The staffer pointed out that “the IPU was

not involved” when former Senator Roth played a supportive role at the inter-parliamentarian

meeting at the WTO ministerial in Seattle. In contrast, the IPU maintains that its goal is to spur

parliamentary involvement in international and domestic governance. For example, the only reason

that the IPU meeting is being held in Havana is because a UN meeting on desertification and climate

change is scheduled there.38 However, many US congressional representatives also may associate
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the IPU with the United Nations (UN) and global governance endeavors generally, upon which they

also look unfavorably, although the IPU is not a UN subsidiary. 

Congress feels antagonism or disinterest not just to inter-parliamentarian meetings under the

IPU. In 1995, the United States and EU created an inter-parliamentarian forum to address

transatlantic issues, named the Transatlantic Legislators Dialogue. This legislators dialogue,

however, has been unsuccessful, largely because of lack of US congressional interest. When

meetings are held in Brussels, allegedly no one from Congress attends. When meetings are held in

Washington, representatives from the European Parliament are ignored and generally feel

mistreated.39 A trade specialist within the US government recalls “no serious [congressional] attempt

to work with other parliamentarians” in “over twenty-five years of work.”40 As former Congressman

David Skaggs remarks, there is “an aversion of members of Congress to get out of the country.”41

Politicians fear that an opponent can make an issue out of their foreign travel “in a thirty second TV

commercial.”42 In fact, many Republican members of the House allegedly flaunt that they do not

even have a passport.43

There remains one inter-parliamentarian grouping with which members of the US Congress

have participated with somewhat greater enthusiasm– the NATO Parliamentary Assembly. This

assembly meets about twice per year, in addition to staff level meetings.44 Participating

congressional representatives may have shown greater interest because the assembly’s

representatives are limited to western democracies (i.e. NATO members) and the assembly played

an important expressive role during the Cold War by incarnating the concept of a democratic west.

In addition, the assembly has addressed security policy, and, since the fall of the Berlin Wall, the
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incorporation of Eastern Europe into the alliance, areas having relatively greater political

prominence. Yet, US congressional representatives similarly showed greater support for the IPU

during the Cold War years, when the US Congress typically sent the largest delegation to IPU

meetings.45 If NATO does not define a new role for itself in the post-Cold War world, congressional

involvement in the NATO Parliamentary Assembly also could wane

When I raised the issue of congressional oversight and democratic control of the WTO with

the staff of Congress’s trade and foreign relations committees, as well as with the heads of staff of

some congressional representatives, no one expressed much interest in inter-parliamentarian

meetings. Such meetings were viewed as either purely symbolic or, even worse, legitimizing an

illegitimate process. As one congressional staffer remarked, “if you try to systemitize inter-

parliamentary meetings, the danger is creating something that itself bears no legitimacy.”46 Under

this view, legitimacy should take place “through national oversight,” whereas the establishment of

an inter-parliamentary body actually would be “hurting legitimacy.”47 From this US perspective, the

international level simply is “not ready” for this sort of development.

4. Explaining Divergent US and EU Parliamentarian Views. The two primary explanations

for the divergent approaches of US congressional representatives and European parliamentarians

are their relative power over trade policy, on the one hand, and their experience with supranational

governance mechanisms, on the other. US congressional representatives wield significant authority

over trade policy and can advance their constituents’ interests best through working with the USTR

in intergovernmental WTO negotiations. Congressional representatives generally see “nothing to

be gained from participation” in inter-parliamentary meetings.48 They are concerned that establishing

such a forum could reduce US leverage in negotiations, providing an “opportunity for people who
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are losing in the big negotiation.”49 They do not wish to create an opportunity for WTO members

without power to have a new forum to advance their positions. If congressional representatives wish

to obtain WTO rule changes, they work with the USTR, sometimes playing good cop-bad cop roles.

Congressional representatives hold press conferences and attempt to exercise pressure on trade

negotiators from other members about US demands and constraints. They see little to be gained by

talking with other parliamentarians who have little to no power in determining the final negotiated

WTO texts. Rather, many US congressional representatives believe that their constituents’ interests

are best advanced when the USTR negotiates in a closed intergovernmental context. 

The US Congress’s position also is explained by the relative uniqueness of Congress’s

institutional position compared to that of other parliamentary bodies. When congressional

representatives vote against the executive’s proposed policy, even though the executive is from the

same political party, they do not threaten to bring down the government on a “vote of confidence.”

In contrast, there is greater party discipline in most parliamentary systems because of the risk of a

call for new elections. Since the US executive and legislative branches are more likely to disagree

on trade policy in the US political context, Congress’s chief focus lies in overseeing and controlling

the US executive branch, not in interacting with parliamentarians from other countries.

In contrast, European parliamentarians currently hold no formal power over EU trade policy.

As European parliamentarian Erika Mann writes, “the European Parliament’s participation in the

area of commercial policy is essentially limited, while national legislatures’ competences have even

been reduced in the course of the European integration.”50 European parliamentarians thus could

increase their authority through participation in WTO inter-parliamentarian meetings. By adding a

parliamentary dimension to the WTO, the European Parliament also could strengthen its bargaining

position against EU member states over the need to enhance Parliament’s role in the formation and

ratification of EU trade policy. 

Furthermore, European parliamentarians have experienced the meshing of national

constitutional orders through the creation of supranational institutions. Their experience informs
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their views concerning the legitimacy of supranational institutions. As a member of the European

Commission states,“because of the EU experience,”  European parliamentarians do not hold the

“traditional view” that “legitimacy lies only at the national level.” Rather, they hold a “dual view”

that supranational governance mechanisms also need to be developed that are not “state-based.”51

Proponents of a WTO parliament or a Global Parliamentary Assembly often cite “the

European Parliament [as] the laboratory of international democracy.”52 EU officials often advance

this EU model. As European Commission President Romano Prodi states,“Europe has a role to play

in world ‘governance,’ a role based on replicating the European experience on a global scale.”53

There remain obvious problems with applying the EU model to the WTO context. To mention one,

the relevant analogue to WTO ministerial meetings in the EU context are EU intergovernmental

conferences that negotiate changes to the underlying EU treaties. Yet, EU intergovernmental

conferences, as reflected in their name, remain dominated by inter-state bargaining among European

national governments. Nonetheless, the future prospects of a WTO inter-parliamentary body may

result from the outcome of US-EU contention over their respective models for parliamentary

oversight of the WTO and other international institutions.54

5. Parliamentary Oversight and Developing Countries. Most developing countries initially

resisted stronger involvement of parliaments in the WTO.55 A 2002 inter-parliamentarian Steering

Committee, for example, acknowledged“massive resistance of developing countries” to the option
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of creating “a parliamentary assembly as part of the institutional framework of the WTO.”56

Developing country government concerns, of course, vary. Some countries fear that the addition of

a parliamentary dimension would add to their burden, exacerbating the disadvantages that they

already face in WTO negotiations on account of resource asymmetries. The addition of a

parliamentary dimension, they fear, would favor large countries with larger delegations. Other

developing countries fear that adding a parliamentary dimension shifts the focus toward the WTO’s

“external transparency,” away from their chief concern over the WTO’s “internal transparency”

toward developing country members.57 Still other developing countries fear that their

parliamentarians could undermine their negotiating positions, and they want to be sure that they can

“control” the process.58 Some fear that parliamentarians could defend vested protectionist interests,

and possibly undermine a mutually beneficial trade deal.

Nonetheless, developing country governments also recognize that they could gain from the

addition of some form of inter-parliamentarian interface at the WTO level. Many parliamentarians

from developing countries favor the holding of parliamentary sessions involving the WTO precisely

because it is difficult for them otherwise to obtain information about WTO developments. They find

themselves being asked to ratify WTO agreements about which they know little until the deal is

done.59 Developing country governments, on the other hand, may find that parliamentarian

attendance at WTO ministerial meetings could help them explain the difficulty of WTO negotiations

in national capitals.60 The holding of inter-parliamentary meetings on the WTO brings

parliamentarians into closer contact with their national trade officials simply to prepare for these
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meetings.61 Parliamentarians come away from these preparatory sessions and the inter-parliamentary

meetings much more informed about WTO negotiations and their context.

In addition, the potential benefits to developing countries of adding an inter-parliamentarian

dimension are reflected in US congressional concerns about whether the process could advance the

interests of the less powerful in the “main WTO negotiations.”62 For example, issues of primary

concern to developing countries, such as “access to essential medicines” and “agricultural export

subsidies,” are highlighted on the agenda for the Cancun interparliamentarian meeting. Similarly,

the IPU’s press release specifically notes a declaration from a number of parliamentarians that

“further trade liberalization should take into account national development policies within an

equitable rules-based trading system.”63 The declaration echoes those of developing country

members. Developing countries find themselves in weak bargaining positions in trade negotiations.64

An inter-parliamentarian consultative assembly could help them advance their perspectives and

agendas in global fora, including before the media, provided that they can send representatives to

meaningfully participate.

6. Competing Rationales for Adding a WTO Parliamentary Dimension or Relying on

Parliamentary Oversight Only at the National/Member Level. The primary criticisms of an inter-

parliamentary WTO body are (i) that it would provide a facade of legitimacy to an illegitimate

process; (ii) that national parliaments, who remain the sole source of democratic legitimacy, should

focus their attention on enhancing their oversight of national positions within their own

constitutional orders; and (iii) that well-organized groups, such as western multinational

corporations and single interest non-governmental groups, would be best-placed to lobby and

advance their interests through an inter-parliamentarian body. These views are reflected not only
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within the US Congress, but also by leading US political theorists. For example, Robert Dahl, the

renowned US theorist on democracy, writes, “I see no reason to clothe international organizations

in the mantle of democracy simply in order to provide them with greater legitimacy.”65 Dahl

suggests that “we treat [international organizations] as bureaucratic bargaining systems.”66

Similarly, Joseph Nye, Dean of the Kennedy School, writes, “For now, the key institution for global

governance is going to remain the nation state,” as “national governments... are the real source of

democratic legitimacy.”67 As testified by mass demonstrations at EU summits over the past years,

shifting primary rule-making power away from national legislative bodies to supranational

institutions remains highly contested.

Not only the protestors, but also scholars are concerned about who participates in

supranational fora. Not all affected “stakeholders” are equally positioned to participate in

supranational legislative fora. For example, large businesses can be particularly effective lobbyists

at the EU level since the forum is too distant for most constituents to follow policy debates and

developments. 

Finally, some critics assert that an inter-parliamentarian body within the WTO would be a

waste of resources in light of more urgent needs. The creation of a meaningful WTO inter-

parliamentary dimension would not be cheap. Some policymakers question the utility of expending

resources on such a body. For example, some US congressional critics question whether such a body

would serve as a “boondoggle” for a few elite representatives to travel to exotic places and stay in

fancy hotels, eating fancy meals.68

In contrast, the primary rationales for adding a parliamentary dimension to the WTO, at this

stage, are (i) to inform parliamentarians of WTO developments, thereby enhancing their ability to

participate in the formation of national/WTO member positions in WTO negotiations; (ii) to foster
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deliberation among parliamentary representatives at the international level so that they better

understand the perspectives of peoples from other jurisdictions and, in particular, the implications

for other constituencies of WTO and national trade-related policies; and (iii) to monitor and provide

support to the WTO as a multilateral forum for resolving cross-border trade disputes in a relatively

neutral and peaceful manner.69

 Since WTO rules and procedures have significant implications for domestic regulatory

policy, parliamentarians see an increasing need to oversee the WTO. Yet, many parliamentarians

do not receive sufficient access to information on WTO developments. Adding an inter-

parliamentarian dimension to the WTO could facilitate more informed parliamentary oversight of

the WTO at the national level. As a Moroccan parliamentarian states, “A Parliamentary forum at the

WTO level could make Parliamentarians from developing countries more aware (of WTO matters),

improve their understanding of the WTO system and involve them more in formulating and steering

trade policy.”70 A parliamentarian from Mauritius agrees, maintaining that “[t]he forum could

stimulate parliamentary debate at the national level.”71 

In addition, national political processes, by their nature, fail to account for the impact of

national decisions on foreign constituents. Concomitantly, national political bodies cannot control

for the impact of other jurisdictions’ decisions on national constituents. One goal of establishing a

WTO parliamentary dimension is to foster better understanding among parliamentarians of the

perspectives of parties from other jurisdictions affected by national and international rule-making.

Under this view, the creation of an inter-parliamentarian interface could have a socializing effect,

as it has within Europe, so that parliamentarians take a wider view of the implications of policy

beyond the national level. It is hoped that the process of deliberation can conduce policymakers to

modify their outlooks, often unconsciously.
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Finally, an inter-parliamentarian body could monitor and support the WTO as a multilateral

body needed to resolve cross-border economic disputes in a relatively neutral and peaceful manner.

We could be entering a dangerous period of rising nationalist tensions stoked by global economic

stagnation or recession. Through supporting a rules-based multilateral dispute settlement system,

WTO members could help protect themselves from the threat of protectionist beggar-thy-neighbor

policies that beset the world during the early 1930s. These policies not only exacerbated global

economic decline, but also helped spur the rise of anti-democratic political movements.  Some WTO

institutional supporters wish to establish an inter-parliamentarian body in order to occupy a public

space to offset calls among some“civil society” critics to disband the organization. Following the

Seattle ministerial debacle, WTO Director-General Mike Moore declared that “elected

representatives are the main expression of civil society.”72 He stressed that “parliamentarians have

a special responsibility to inform their constituents of the benefits a rules-based trading system can

offer.”73 Similarly, EU trade commissioner Pascal Lamy has argued that a parliamentary consultative

assembly could “lead to stronger public support for the multilateral trading system.”74 Likewise, at

a 2002 inter-parliamentarian steering committee meeting, an Indian parliamentarian remarked,“the

principal task of Parliamentarians [is] to convince the public at large of the opportunities which the

WTO rules also offer to developing countries for their economic development.”75

7. Mechanisms for Establishing a WTO Inter-Parliamentarian Dimension. Creating an inter-

parliamentarian dimension to the WTO raises a series of practical issues. First, what should be the

role of inter-parliamentary meetings? Most proponents now agree that an inter-parliamentarian body

would act only in a consultative capacity, facilitating an exchange of information about WTO
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developments and views among parliamentarians. In this way, parliaments could be more informed

about WTO matters when interacting with domestic trade officials, and would better understand the

political context in which negotiations take place.

Second, would the parliamentary assembly be a standing body within the WTO institutional

structure, or would ad hoc annual meetings be organized, including at WTO ministerial meetings?

Most proponents agree that the latter option is more realistic at this stage. WTO members simply

are not ready to modify the WTO’s institutional structure. However, inter-parliamentarian meetings

could be institutionalized over time, if a parliamentarian dimension were to evolve.

Third, how can new technologies be harnessed to facilitate inter-parliamentarian exchange

between meetings? Entrepreneurs are developing an inter-parliamentarian Internet site that could

serve as a virtual forum.76 Similarly, under an initiative of former WTO Director-General Mike

Moore, the WTO secretariat has prepared periodic electronic bulletins for parliamentarians

concerning WTO developments, which Director-General Supachai Panitchpakdi has agreed to

continue.77 Parliamentarians could assign individuals from their national parliamentary staffs to

attend to WTO-related matters and coordinate exchanges through the Internet. Parliamentarians

thereby could work with each other to gather information and further agendas that they mutually

support, while remaining locally based. However, since many parliaments lack professional staff,

implementing this strategy faces significant challenges.

Fourth, in light of the proliferation of issues addressed within the WTO, how could inter-

parliamentarian meetings play more than a symbolic role? In order for inter-parliamentarian

meetings to focus on substance, parliamentarians could form sub-committees and working groups

with issue-specific expertise, just as in national parliaments. Again, they could assign parliamentary

staffers specialized in trade matters to work with these subsidiary bodies. These committees could

prepare working documents and presentations to the plenary inter-parliamentary body. To give just

a few examples, working groups could address such issues as the domestic regulatory implications

of various GATS negotiations, the impact of agricultural and fishery subsidies, and mechanisms for
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implementing the Doha declaration on access to essential medicines.78 These sub-committees could

reflect the committee and working group structures within the WTO. National parliaments

ultimately enact laws to implement WTO requirements. Those committees responsible for initiating

such legislation could monitor the relevant negotiations up-front. Once again, however,

implementing this strategy faces significant hurdles on account of national parliaments’ constrained

resources. Given developing country demands for enhancing the capacity of their own executive

agencies to participate meaningfully in WTO negotiations, such resources might not be available,

or even requested.

Fifth, how would the WTO secretariat interact with the parliamentarians? An inter-

parliamentarian liaison office could be established within the WTO secretariat, possibly in the

Director General’s office or in the external relations division. Currently, the secretariat’s external

relations division is the primary interface, although the Director General’s office was highly

involved under Mike Moore. Members of the WTO secretariat who service existing WTO

committees and working groups also could service a WTO inter-parliamentary body on matters

falling within their jurisdiction, including through provision of documents to an inter-

parliamentarian Internet site, coordinated through the WTO external relations division. 

Creating a WTO parliamentary dimension would require many other decisions, including

the funding of meetings; whether the IPU would operate as the coordinating entity or whether an

independent network of legislators would be formed; how delegates would be selected (whether by

national bodies, through self-selection subject to limits per WTO member, or otherwise); and how

delegates would be apportioned among WTO members (whether taking account of population,

participation in global trade or any other factor). As for the designation of parliamentarians, a system

eventually could be institutionalized whereby parliamentarians would come from the trade

committees of national/WTO member parliamentary bodies to whom they, in turn, would report. 

8. Conclusion. The establishment of a parliamentary dimension within the WTO could

promote greater parliamentary oversight at the national level. However, where legislative bodies,
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such as the US Congress, already wield significant authority over trade matters, including through

the creation of negotiating mandates, guaranteed access to trade negotiators and negotiating texts,

and ratification of trade agreements, they feel less need to participate in inter-parliamentarian

meetings. Time and resources are limited. The more time that parliamentarians spend in inter-

parliamentarian meetings, the less that they may participate (indirectly through their own trade

representatives) in the “main” negotiations. In contrast, parliamentarians that wield less authority

over national trade policy, and have less access to WTO negotiating documents, benefit more from

attending WTO inter-parliamentarian meetings. Inter-parliamentary meetings help them monitor not

only WTO negotiations, but also their own government’s positions. 

Nonetheless, many parliamentarians may become frustrated by the slow pace and the

complexities of WTO agreements and negotiations. They may find that it simply is not worth the

investment of time to understand and follow WTO developments when their involvement will bring

few payoffs to their domestic constituencies. Parliamentarians are held accountable primarily

through elections. They may find that their chances of reelection are better served if they attend to

other issues. In contrast, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), especially single-issue ones, may

have much greater incentives to remain engaged with particular WTO matters. As a consequence,

there is a chance that NGO oversight and pressure on the WTO will continue, while most

parliamentarians’ interest in WTO developments could wane.

A second rationale for holding inter-parliamentarian meetings is more controversial, in

particular within the United States– that of fostering a global forum for cosmopolitics. Under this

second rationale, parliamentarians should deliberate over the impact of WTO policies and national

practices that affect each other’s constituents. In an idealized world, were such deliberation to take

place in a relatively unbiased manner, and were it to have an impact on domestic and global policy-

making, the world arguably would be more democratic and harmonious. However, in practice, such

an inter-parliamentary body would be beset by severe institutional imperfections. Its precise role and

structure, were it to exist, thus needs to be subjected to comparative institutional analysis– that is,

an analysis that compares the relative costs and benefits of institutionalizing this participatory

mechanism compared to other institutional alternatives. At this stage, it appears preferable to tread

lightly, organize annual meetings where parliamentarians can learn about the WTO, coordinate with

their governmental representatives and interact with each other in an inchoate cosmopolitan process
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of parliamentary exchange.


